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Introduction

Kit Campbell Associates, Leisure Recreation and Tourism Consultants,
Edinburgh
• Cundall Johnston and Partners, Consulting Structural and Environmental
Services Engineers, Edinburgh
• Graham Lambert Robinson, Architects, Bradford
• Thomas and Adamson, Quantity Surveyors, Glasgow

The ability to swim is an important life skill. In extreme circumstances, it can
make the difference between life and death, but there are many other reasons
why everyone should be able to swim. It is an enjoyable recreational activity
which can be enjoyed by everyone: from those who have not yet learned to
walk to those who no longer can; it can be a source of enjoyment and even
delight to people with disabilities or learning difficulties; it can be used as
rehabilitation after an injury or heart attack; and of course it is a leading
international and Olympic sport. Given the Scottish climate, it is in heated
swimming pools provided, in the main by local authorities, that most
individuals learn to swim.

•

This Digest summarises the results of the study for Scotland as a whole and is
in the following main sections:
Public pool maintenance, periodic upgrading and refurbishment
Good practice in public pool maintenance, upgrading and refurbishment
• The Pool Refurbishment Study
• Study outcomes
•

Scotland has a significant number of public pools with the oldest - North
Woodside Baths in Glasgow - dating back to 1882. These pools represent a
very significant capital investment in the country’s health, community
recreation and sports development infrastructure which, over the years, must
have generated many million visits. Indeed, it is probable that almost
everyone in Scotland visits a public pool at some time in their lives.

•

It is complemented by:
A series of local authority-specific reports which sportscotland is making
available to each Council. These reports present the estimated costs for the
maintenance, periodic upgrading and refurbishment of the Council’s pools
in each year to 2020.
• A T
echnical Digest which provides guidance for local authorities on the
specific issue of “Pool Refurbishment v Pool Replacement”
•

These visits generate considerable wear and tear, and pools like all other
buildings cannot be expected to last forever. Even with careful operation and
planned preventive maintenance, it is inevitable that pools will require
significant re-investment in their fabric and environmental servicing systems at
various points in their useful life.

Definitions

Unfortunately, these pre-conditions have not generally been met. Over the
years, managers have raised pool water temperatures in response to public
expectations and this has placed greater strain on heating and ventilation
systems. In turn, the potential for condensation damage has increased sharply.
Levels of use have also risen, generating additional wear and tear. Possibly of
most importance, planned preventive maintenance regimes have not generally
been implemented at the vast majority of pools. Instead, most pools have been
maintained primarily on a “breakdown” basis as and when necessary. Indeed,
it is perhaps surprising that so many older pools are still in operation and giving
pleasure to their users.

For the purposes of this study, the reader should refer to the following definitions:
Maintenance- The general ongoing care of the building in order to preserve it
as long as possible in a safe, useable and acceptable condition.
Upgrading- The periodic improvement of features or creation of new features
in the building to add value to its appearance, performance and longevity
therefore increasing its use.
Refurbishment- The major overhaul and renovation of the buildings main
elements which includes both maintenance and upgrading. Typically, a refurbishment
would mean: upgrading several features; redecoration; renovation of the building
fabric; replacement and upgrading of plant and the like.

Essential repairs and maintenance cannot be put off indefinitely, however. Put
bluntly, it seems likely that many pool owners will either have to re-invest
significant sums in their pools over the next decades - or close them.
Collectively, this is a major problem for Scotland’s local authorities which is
likely to grow in importance over the next decade or so.

Maintenance,
Periodic
Upgrading and
Refurbishment

Assuming local authorities continue to provide local pools - and all the
evidence is that local communities value their local pools highly and parents
wish their children to be able to swim - it is inevitable, sooner or later, that they
will have to face the choice between refurbishment or replacement. In some
cases, for example, poorly located pools with exceptionally high operating
deficits, or where the basic structure is at the end of it useful life, it will be
relatively easy to determine that replacement will be the more appropriate
course of action. More often the right decision will not be so obvious. What
is absolutely certain, however, is that both of these alternatives will be expensive.

Maintenance
Swimming pools, like all other public buildings, should be maintained in order
to safeguard the community’s investment in them. They should look - and be clean and safe. A pool which is not maintained at all is unlikely to remain safe,
operational and attractive to users for more than a few years. Accordingly, it
makes sense to undertake a comprehensive annual inspection of all parts of the
building, although some maintenance works - for example, recoating external
painterwork - should be undertaken on the basis of a 3-4 year cycle. Appendix
A contains a definition of “safe and usable condition” which local authorities
can adapt as appropriate.

This is the “ticking time bomb”. Over the next twenty or so years it will
present a serious threat to every local authority pool in Scotland. In order to try
to estimate the overall scale of the problem, and against a background of
growing pressures on declining local authority sport and recreation,
sportscotland commissioned a major research study to estimate the broad
maintenance and repair costs of Scotland’s public pools over the years from
1999-2020. The study was undertaken by a consultancy team consisting of:

All building materials and components deteriorate over time, although the speed
at which this occurs varies considerably and therefore different elements have
different useful lives. Generally speaking, a marble floor will outlast a vinyl one,
while a concrete or steel frame can be expected to last much longer than
electrical wiring. The purpose of maintenance, essentially, is to keep the
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building in a safe and usable condition for as long as possible, subject of course
to the continued need for it. Accordingly, there is a need to undertake regular
protective maintenance and thereby prevent or slow down natural
deterioration. If this is not done, the building will slowly decline until
demolition becomes the only sensible course of action. Maintenance of this
type is designed primarily to keep a building wind and watertight and prevent
various materials or components becoming damaged (and possibly dangerous)
as a result of water penetration, ultra-violet radiation, chemical attack (for
example from pollution) and accidental physical damage or vandalism.

•

Refurbishment
Finally, from time to time there is a need to undertake a major refurbishment or close the pool. The most appropriate time to do this is when there is a need
simultaneously to upgrade several major elements of the building, with
environmental servicing systems being the most common and by far the most
important. If it will be necessary to close a pool for a number of months to
replace large parts of the plant it will often be sensible at the same time to
undertake a comprehensive refurbishment of the building’s fabric and possibly
also its layout and range of facilities.

Environmental servicing systems - the “tubes and wires” - also require regular
maintenance if they are to remain both in working order and safe. As about a
third of the cost of most public swimming pools goes on services, and
mechanical plant has many moving parts, it follows that they will also require a
significant proportion of the maintenance budget. Some of this maintenance is
almost mandatory - insurance companies tend to insist on an a regular boiler
inspection, for example - and maintenance contracts are available for major
plant items. Unfortunately, many “tubes and wires” are hidden from view and
so deterioration can go un-noticed.

Good Practice in
Public Pool
Maintenance,
Upgrading and
Refurbishment

Periodic Upgrading
Maintenance, on its own, will not ensure that a particular pool will continue to
give pleasure to its users indefinitely. Maintenance, essentially, is concerned
with preserving the status quo. However, the world does not stand still and
there is also a need for periodic upgrading, in which specific elements of a
building are replaced. For pools, the main upgrading “drivers” tend to be
customer expectations, legislation or good practice and technical innovation.

Ideally, maintenance, periodic upgrading and refurbishment should all be
undertaken in regular cycles related to the typical useful life of the different
materials and components used in pool buildings. As it is always better to
undertake upgrading and refurbishment on a planned basis rather than
following an unexpected emergency closure, regular maintenance inspections
are also essential to identify looming problems. Thereafter, effective
maintenance actions can sometimes help to prevent them becoming crises.
The Pool Refurbishment Study confirmed the generally held view that the
typical useful life of key parts of the building fabric and the main environmental
servicing systems in pool buildings tends to be around 20-25 years. This is
roughly the life of key elements such as:

Customer expectations are driven, as much as anything else, by competition.
Every new pool which opens usually appears more modern, more attractive
and more welcoming than those which already exist. Accordingly customers
expect public facilities not just to be maintained but upgraded at intervals to
match their rising expectations.

Building fabric: some roof and external cladding finishes, doors and windows,
pool and pool hall tiling, sanitary fitments
• Environmental servicing systems: filtration and disinfection systems, hot and
cold water distribution services, drainage, heating systems, control systems,
electrical systems
•

Revenue generation is the other side of this coin. If a particular pool ceases to
meet customer expectations, a sizeable proportion of its customers are liable to
stop using it and income declines. It is therefore in the interests of pool owners
to undertake periodic upgrading in order to maintain income levels.

Pools cannot be refurbished over and over again an indefinite number of times,
however, and eventually there is no cost-effective alternative to replacement.
The evidence from the Pool Refurbishment Study is that most pools built after
the mid-1970s energy crisis should last for three full cycles - that is up to about
75 years, or initial construction plus two full refurbishments. Beyond this age,
they are likely to require such major works to their structure that demolition and
replacement is the only sensible option. Pools built in the decade or so before
about 1975, however, are unlikely to last for more than two complete
cycles - that is, first construction plus one full refurbishment. Indeed, some
sixties pools have already been demolished as they were not worth
refurbishing. Ironically, most pre-1945 pools have a much longer useful life and
there are a number of “senior citizens” amongst Scotland’s public pools which
are still fairly hale and hearty.

Legislation and good practice tend to relate primarily to health and safety issues
and governing body standards. Three good examples from the past twenty or
so years have been:
The phasing out of chlorine gas, necessitating a change at many pools to an
alternative disinfection system
• The need to remove the fixed diving boards from many older pools in
response to new standards for the depth of water required for safe diving
from different heights
• The need to make comprehensive provision for people with disabilities
•

A 20-25 year period, then, is the main refurbishment cycle for most pools. It
can be called a “hard” cycle because if no action is taken, the future safe and
economic operation of the pool is threatened. This 20-25 year cycle is
shortened if maintenance is reduced but can be lengthened if both maintenance
and periodic upgrading are approached in a systematic manner following
regular and comprehensive maintenance inspections. There is, however, also a
secondary, or “soft”, cycle of roughly half this hard cycle, when customer
expectations make it necessary to undertake the periodic upgrading of many
public areas in a pool. This “soft” cycle tends to be driven most often by the
need to upgrade changing accommodation. If it is ignored or delayed for
several years the pool is unlikely to close, but progressively those customers who
can do so will tend to transfer to other, better facilities.

Finally, technical innovations allow pool owners to manage their pool more
economically, more efficiently or more effectively.
For example:
•

Computer-based management information systems have allowed pool
owners to capture and analyse management information very much more
quickly and easily than the paper-based systems they replaced

The late seventies and eighties saw considerable innovation in the field of
energy saving and heat recovery which made it possible for pool owners to
reduce their fuel bills while maintaining water and air temperatures. As
typical pool water and pool hall and changing area temperatures have risen
slowly over the past twenty or so years, and government policy has been that
energy costs should rise faster than inflation, the benefits to be obtained from
retro-fit energy conservation plant have also increased.
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It is obviously sensible for maintenance, periodic upgrading and refurbishment
to be integrated in some way and therefore undertaken on the basis of a
number of complementary cycles. This therefore suggests:

This information on pool numbers and sizes also leads the conclusion that the
average water area in public and publicly-used school pools has risen fairly
steadily over the past four decades. It is:

A 1 or 4 year maintenance cycle
A 12 year “soft” cycle, driven primarily by customer expectations
• A 24 year “hard” cycle, driven primarily by the nature of typical public pool
building fabric and environmental servicing specifications
•

1960-69 164 sq m
1970-79 214 sq m
• 1980-89 250 sq m
• 1990-99 310 sq m
•

•

The Pool
Refurbishment
Study

•

It is also interesting to compare the number of public use pools and total water
area in each Council area with the estimated 1997 resident population:

It was obviously not possible for the study team to visit every single public pool
in Scotland, inspect it and prepare and cost a schedule of maintenance,
upgrading and refurbishment works for the 22-year period from 1998-9 to
2019-20. Accordingly, the approach taken by the study team was:

Local Authority

1. Prepare a database of all Scotland’s public pools, with details of their date of
1. opening and their water areas. Water area is the basic factor which, more than
1. anything else, determines the overall size, capital, operating, maintenance,
1. upgrading and refurbishment costs of public pools.
2. Identify a suitable regular Maintenance and Re-Investment Schedule for
2. public pools, related to typical pool fabric and environmental servicing
system specifications. This part of the work was based largely on visits to a
number of case study pools of different ages, supplemented by the
2. experience of the study team. The resulting schedules are given in
2. Appendices B and C and are based on the 1, 4, 12 and 24 year cycles.
3. Create a regular Maintenance and Re-Investment Costs Model, related to the
3. maintenance and re-investment cycle and sensitive to pools of different scales
3. and specifications
4. Survey pools to establish their basic parameters related to the costs model
5. Combine the survey results with the maintenance and Re-investment Costs
Model to estimate the total repair and refurbishment costs of those pools for
which local authorities returned completed survey forms
6. Extrapolate the Model to the other pools on the database to estimate the total
costs for each pool, and combine this with the model results to estimate the
costs for all Scottish public pools.

Aberdeenshire
Angus
Argyll and Bute
City of Aberdeen
City of Dundee
City of Edinburgh
City of Glasgow
Clackmannanshire
Dumfries and Galloway
East Ayrshire
East Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
East Renfrewshire
Falkirk
Fife
Highland
Inverclyde
Midlothian
Moray
North Ayrshire
North Lanarkshire
Orkney
Perth and Kinross
Renfrewshire
Scottish Borders
Shetland
South Ayrshire
South Lanarkshire
Stirling
West Dunbartonshire
West Lothian
Western Isles
Scotland

Step 1: The Database of Scotland’s Public use Pools
At the start of the study, sportscotland (formerly the Scottish Sports Council)
provided a copy of its database with details of some 300 or so public, school,
hotel and outdoor pools in all parts of Scotland. The study team deleted all
those pools shown on the database as being privately owned or having no
public or club use, or which had been closed and added those additional
public use pools identified during the course of the study. This resulted in a
listing of some 338 public use pools with the following aggregate water areas:

1890-89
1900-09
1910-19
1920-29
1930-39
1940-49
1950-59
1960-69
1970-79
1980-89
1990-99
Totals

Number
of Pools
4
0
2
1
4
2
7
68
125
57
68
338

% pools
1.2%
0%
0.6%
0.3%
1.2%
0.6%
2.1%
20.0%
37.0%
16.9%
20.1%
100.0%

Sq m
Water
553
0
464
250
694
634
647
11,153
26,688
14,257
21,074
76,414

%Water
area
0.7%
0%
0.6%
0.3%
0.9%
0.8%
0.9%
14.6%
34.9%
18.7%
27.6%
100.0%

Known
Pools
area
17
7
10
18
8
29
37
4
9
4
5
6
4
6
25
22
4
9
6
4
15
6
5
8
8
10
5
10
8
5
19
6
338

Sq m
water
3,781
1,531
2,131
4,559
2,331
6,595
10,509
972
2,214
916
1,448
1,663
1,082
1,303
4,946
4,044
1,326
1,609
1,519
1,377
4,968
792
1,788
2,578
2,334
1,393
1,615
2,893
1,671
1,576
4,010
668
76,414

Sq m
/1,000
people
16.7
13.9
23.4
21.1
15.6
14.7
17.2
19.8
15.1
7.5
13.0
18.7
12.2
9.1
14.2
19.3
15.2
19.9
17.7
9.8
15.2
39.6
13.4
14.5
22.0
60.1
14.0
9.4
19.9
16.4
26.4
23.9
14.9

On average, therefore Scottish local authorities operate an average of
approximately 15 sq m of indoor swimming pool water area per thousand
population, with a range from 7.5 sq m (East Ayrshire) to 60 sq m (Shetland).
For obvious reasons, the overall level of provision is likely to be highest in areas
with a scattered population or, as in Shetland, on a number of islands. Of the
four cities, Edinburgh has the lowest level of provision and Aberdeen the
highest, while in central belt local authorities outside the four cities the highest
level of provision is in West Lothian.
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Step 2: The Maintenance and Re-investment Schedule

theory, designers have sought to minimise property-related operating costs but
with varying degrees of success. Increasingly this period saw the rise of a
number of architectural practices specialising in pool design with the result that
the evolution of the building type has benefited from feedback from completed
projects.

In order to assess desirable re-investment cycles related to the need for both
“hard” (building-driven) and “soft” (customer-driven) repairs or maintenance,
the team undertook a series of case study visits to pools in central Scotland, of
various ages and types, chosen in association with sportscotland. These pools were:

Desirable Re-investment Cycles
Public pools

Joint use pools

Bo’ness Recreation Centre
Drumchapel Sports Centre
Easterhouse Pool
Govanhill Baths
Kirkintilloch Swimming Pool
Leisure Bowl
Loch Leven Leisure
Mariner Leisure Centre
Pollokshaws Sports Centre
Selkirk Pool

The “hard” re-investment cycle is effectively around 20 years, but budget
restrictions have meant that the cycle has frequently, if not normally, been
extended by pool owners responding to breakdowns with piecemeal repairs.
The hard re-investment cycle, therefore, is normally dictated by the need to
replace major plant items every 20-25 or so years.
The “soft” re-investment cycle is around half the hard one, at about 10-12
years; the interiors of many pool buildings start to appear very dated after about
this length of time. In addition, but depending on the quality of specification,
there is often the need to replace internal fixtures and fittings such as cubicles
and lockers after around 10 years use or so.

Balerno High School
Deans Community School

Actual Re-investment Cycles
A number of general lessons emerged from the case study inspection visits:
One of the lessons of the case study visits is that pools tend not to receive the
comprehensive re-investment they require at the end of each hard cycle.
Instead, re-investment tends to be put off for as long as possible and, when
finally undertaken, can sometimes be somewhat half-hearted, no doubt because
of budget restrictions. This can result in the worst of all possible worlds. In
general, it also seems that if a hard re-investment cycle is deferred for a long
period, this may have the effect of reducing the life of a particular pool building
by as much as most of a full 20-25 year cycle. On the other hand, in some
instances the key trigger for major soft re-investment has been a pressing need
to undertake hard re-investment. This gives a pool a complete new lease of life
and should result in it remaining operational for a further full hard cycle.

Classification of Scotland’s Pool Stock
In broad terms, Scotland’s pool stock can be placed in three broad groups by
date: pre-World War 2; post-war to the late 70s energy crisis; and post-energy
crisis. While there has been a gradual evolution of the public pool as a
building type within each of these periods, the main characteristics of the three
groups are:
Pre-war pools: thermally massive buildings, with basic and now seriously outmoded environmental services (eg radiators heated by live steam) but often
huge plant areas. These pools have generally been robustly specified and built
and require relatively little maintenance to the building fabric. They have been
kept going largely by the dedicated efforts of on-site maintenance staff. These
buildings tend to have relatively few problems but any which do arise can be
catastrophic, such as dry rot or unsafe roof structures.

•

The Typical Lifespan of Pools
Theoretically, pools, like other public buildings, have a lifespan of around 60
years, although this period is dictated more by public financing rules than any
consideration of how long buildings should or do last. In fact, pools do not all
have the same typical lifespan. Using the broad classification above:

Pre-energy crisis pools: essentially a new building type after 1960 (only one
public pool was built in Scotland in the period from 1945-1960), the preenergy crisis period is characterised by often low level design skills and
unattractive and poor quality but relatively robust materials (eg brutalist
reinforced concrete and brick); flat roofs; massive pool halls (with ceiling heights
often dictated by diving boards which have long been removed); large areas of
side glazing; limited fabric insulation; simple environmental services (eg
“straight-through” ventilation in pool halls) designed for low operating
temperatures; surface and interstitial condensation problems; what would now
be regarded as unsuitable pool sizes and depths; pool pipework encased in
concrete; and, in many cases, asbestos pipework lagging. Pre-energy crisis pools
frequently have high property-related operating costs built in.
•

While some have been replaced or become redundant and have been closed,
those pre-war pools which still exist have the longest lifespan. This is
primarily because the buildings tend to be thermally massive with extremely
robust finishes (eg loadbearing masonry external walls formed of dense bricks,
glazed brick pool tanks or pool hall walls) and fairly simple but extremely robust
and long life servicing systems.

•

Pre-energy crisis pools probably have the shortest overall life and many will do
well to last for much more than about 40-50 years (this may be one “hard
cycle”, spun out for as long as possible, or, in the case of the better pre-energy
crisis pools, two hard cycles) as the cost of bringing them up to modern
standards is so high that replacement will often be more cost-effective. There
are already examples of 1960s pools being replaced.

•

Post-energy crisis pools: lighter buildings with smaller volumes and tighter
floor plans. These pools nearly always have a structural frame with exposed
steel or laminated timber roof structures, double glazing, increasingly higher
standards of thermal insulation, increasingly sophisticated environmental
services, higher operating temperatures and higher standards of finish. In

•
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Post-energy crisis pools should have a lifespan of around three “hard cycles” ie
about 60-75 years provided they are given adequate regular maintenance and
a thorough health check towards the end of each cycle followed by
appropriate re-investment.

Preparation of the Maintenance and Re-investment Schedule

•

Following the case study inspection visits, the study team prepared a schedule
of the cyclical hard and soft re-investment required in pools with different but
typical fabric and environmental servicing specifications. The team extended
this to include ongoing maintenance work, such as clearing gutters, cleaning air
filters and the routine repairs which can be expected from time to time in any
sizeable building such as minor repairs to flashings and repainting.

Re-investment Triggers
The evidence from the case study visits is that significant re-investment is less
likely to be triggered by a desire to improve facilities for customers than major
plant items reaching the end of their useful life or a desire to upgrade
environmental conditions in order to reduce energy consumption. When
routine plant maintenance is deferred, for example the replacement of filters in
ventilation systems, the relining of water treatment filters and regular checks and
upgrading of electrical and control systems, this tends to reduce the effective life
of plant. Housekeeping in plant areas, however, is also often poor. During the
case study visits, the study team encountered numerous examples of jobs which
were not quite finished off, bits of plant which were left inoperative and
covered in dust for apparently long periods or simple routine maintenance tasks
which were not undertaken.

The case study inspection visits identified that re-investment and
refurbishment will be most effective when the cycles for hard and soft
expenditure coincide and so the team prepared the Maintenance and Re-Investment
Schedule on the basis of a 24-year hard cycle. This reflected the 20-25 year
cycle identified in the inspection visits and allowed a realistic 12-year
intermediate soft cycle. It also allowed the team to identify a range of desirable
general maintenance works at 4-year intervals, again reflecting the typical
period between successive maintenance works such as external repainting.
A copy of the final maintenance and re-investment schedules used for the study
are given in Appendices B and C respectively. These schedules should provide
a useful checklist for pool owners. However, they are deliberately generalised
so to apply to as many different pools as possible and therefore should be
tailored to suit each individual pool as appropriate.

The Process of Change in Plant Areas
From the case study visits, it is clear that pool plant systems do not stand still.
Instead, there is a constant process of change involving substitutions and
additions which is only rarely recorded. This is most noticeable and
potentially most dangerous in relation to electrical installations. Where circuit
charts or diagrams exist they are often seriously out of date. This may be
acceptable if there is a dedicated plant engineer who may have made many of
the changes and knows exactly how everything works but no engineer can go
on for ever. In addition, where electrical systems have been modified
protection measures such as earth bonding can easily be compromised or ignored.

Step 3: The Maintenance and Re-investment Costs Model
Following the creation of the Maintenance and Re-Investment Schedule, the
quantity surveyors and services engineers prepared a comprehensive
Maintenance and Re-Investment Costs Model based on it. In summary, the
model consists of five linked spreadsheets:
Input sheet: this records key details of individual pools, obtained by means of
a self-completion questionnaire survey of pool managers. The input sheet uses
a number of standardised assumptions and calculations to determine basic data
about each pool for use in the model (eg total floor area, area of roof or
external wall).

•

Cosmetic Change
Soft re-investment is at least driven partly by customer expectations and
perceptions. The trendy seventies colour scheme of orange and brown tiles
looks pretty dated in the nineties, for example. Moreover, pool users see the
quality which is now on offer in other public and commercial sports and leisure
buildings and expect pools to be kept up to date by their owners. As a result,
the soft re-investment cycle seems to be shortening.

Rates sheet: this includes a standard unit cost rate against each possible item
of maintenance or refurbishment work for each of the forms of construction
identified in the Maintenance and Re-investment Schedule. The rates sheet
also specifies when particular maintenance or refurbishment operations are to
take place eg annually; every four years; every twenty years or whatever.
•

Re-investment Design Issues
The rise of architectural practices specialising in the design of pools has
probably been the key factor responsible for driving up the quality of design and
specification in post-energy crisis pools. However, their impact has been
primarily on the design of new pools rather than the refurbishment of existing
ones. Designing a new pool is a lot more fun, with fewer constraints than
refurbishing an existing one. As a result, many refurbishment projects have
been undertaken by non-specialist architects. In consequence, refurbishment
design teams have lacked the expertise to argue for a comprehensive rethink or
have been forced to progress relatively minor or piecemeal projects, such as the
conversion of male and female changing areas into a changing village or the
addition of a fitness gym.

Life cycle model: this combines the size and specification data for each
individual pool from the input sheet with the rates sheet to give estimated costs
for each specified item of maintenance and refurbishment work, by year. All
maintenance cycles are timed to start from either the date of construction of
each pool or the date of last major refurbishment, whichever is later, and relate
to the actual construction and services specification for each individual pool.
•

• Elemental summary: this sheet summarises the life cycle costs for each pool
by adding up the estimated annual cost for each element to give a total cost for
the superstructure, internal finishes, fittings/furnishings and environmental
services, by year.

•
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Final summary: this sheet gives a total cost for each pool, by year.
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When water treatment plant is replaced, the replacement will be on a like for
like basis

Normalised Assumptions

•

The way in which the model uses the information from the questionnaires
completed by pool managers to calculate the various parameters for each
individual pool includes:

Step 4: The Survey of Pools
It would have been unrealistic to ask local authorities to undertake a detailed
technical condition survey of each of their public pools. Instead, the study team
prepared a short questionnaire which sportscotland sent to every known
public pool manager in Scotland, seeking basic details of their pool, accompanied
by a letter from the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (CoSLA) stressing
the importance of the research and encouraging managers to take part.
sportscotland also sent a reminder to all those managers who did not respond
within a reasonable time.

Total floor area: this is the water area multiplied by an “X-factor” which
depends upon the amount of spectator accommodation. While these factors
obviously vary from one pool to another, the average figures used in the model are:
•

Spectators
Less than 25
25-199
200-399
400-599
600 and over

X-factor
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5

Step 5: Model Runs
In total, 153 out of 338 managers (45%) of managers returned a completed
questionnaire. This is obviously a disappointing response for a survey of major
significance to the future of local authority pools although slightly better than
many other postal surveys. Only East Lothian and Orkney returned completed
questionnaires for all the pools in their ownership and, at the other extreme,
East Dunbartonshire did not return any. The study team entered all of the
resulting data into the model in order to estimate annual costs for each of the
various pools for which survey data was available. The team also prepared an
average unit cost, based on sq m of water area, for all pools with the same date
of opening.

Accordingly, for the purposes of the model, a pool with a water area of
300 sq m and 150 spectators was assumed to have a total floor area of
300 x 4.0 = 1,200 sq m.
Floor area of main elements of accommodation: these are calculated using
the assumption, derived from a review of pool plans, that the percentage of total
floor area in each main element of accommodation is approximately:
•

Balcony area
Changing, and precleanse, toilets
Entrance and reception
Offices
Plant room
Pool stores
Pool surround
Pool tank
Stair and common areas
Totals

6%
17%
6%
3%
12%
3%
21%
25%
7%
100%

Step 6: Extrapolation of the Model Results
When the model output was available, the study team extrapolated the sq m
water area unit costs derived from model output to all other public pools on the
database. This gave estimated costs for all 338 pools on the database and an
aggregated total for each local authority and therefore Scotland as a whole.

Note: obviously, these percentages vary for pools of different
sizes and different designs. However, the model uses these
normalised figures derived from typical pool plans.

It is unlikely that any individual pool conforms exactly to the assumptions made
in the model in all respects. However, as the purpose of the model is to
estimate the broad level of reinvestment required across Scotland as a whole
this is not significant.
Limitations of the Model
Inevitably, a model such as this one has to be based on a number of lifespan
assumptions. The main assumptions lying behind the model calculations are:
• No pool will be refurbished more than twice (ie its maximum lifespan will be
three “hard” cycles or 72 years). However, pools built in the 1960s will have
a maximum lifespan of only two cycles ie 48 years.
• When boilers are replaced at the end of a hard cycle, the replacement
boiler(s) will always be gas-fired, irrespective of the original fuel.
• Heat recovery plant will always be provided in each hard cycle re-investment and
a building management system installed
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Study Outcome

In aggregate, the estimated total maintenance, upgrading and refurbishment
costs of these 338 public pools from 1998-9 to 2019-20 is around £500M plus
VAT, or an average of about £1.4M. The total sum estimated for each local
authority is:

Local Authority
Aberdeenshire
Angus
Argyll and Bute
City of Aberdeen
City of Dundee
City of Edinburgh
City of Glasgow
Clackmannanshire
Dumfries and Galloway
East Ayrshire
East Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
East Renfrewshire
Falkirk
Fife
Highland
Inverclyde
Midlothian
Moray
North Ayrshire
North Lanarkshire
Orkney
Perth and Kinross
Renfrewshire
Scottish Borders
Shetland
South Ayrshire
South Lanarkshire
Stirling
West Dunbartonshire
West Lothian
Western isles
Totals

Known
Pools
17
7
10
18
8
29
37
4
9
4
5
6
4
6
25
22
4
9
6
4
15
6
5
8
8
10
5
10
8
5
19
6
338

Surveys
Returned
5
2
5
3
3
14
10
2
6
1
0
6
1
3
8
12
3
8
4
1
9
6
3
3
7
2
2
4
5
1
9
5
153

These decisions can obviously affect the time period between both soft and
hard cycle upgrading and refurbishment. Broadly speaking, the more that pool
owners spend on general maintenance and periodic upgrading, the less they
should need to spend on occasional refurbishment. Moreover, some local
authorities will be likely to decide that replacement will be a more sensible
option than refurbishment when some pools, especially those built in the
sixties and early seventies reach the end of their current “hard cycle”. A
separate Technical Digest, entitled Swimming Pools: Refurbishment or
Replacement? (obtainable from sportscotland) offers advice on this specific issue.

Total
£M
£25M
£10M
£14M
£32M
£14M
£45M
£70M
£7M
£15M
£6M
£10M
£13M
£6M
£9M
£31M
£23M
£7M
£11M
£10M
£7M
£29M
£6M
£13M
£19M
£14M
£10M
£11M
£22M
£13M
£10M
£27M
£5M
£544M

Accordingly, local authorities should not base their maintenance, upgrading and
refurbishment budgets wholly on the estimated costs from the Pool
Refurbishment Study, but establish the amount and timing of re-investment in
their pools on an individual basis. Nonetheless, the overall results of the study
are relevant in giving a broad guide to the overall scale and likely cost of
dealing with the “ticking time bomb”.

Conclusions

The key point from the study is, quite simply, that if Scotland wishes to retain
its present level of public pool provision over the next twenty years there will
be a need for massive re-investment in existing pools. This may be a grand total
of somewhere around £540M over 22 years - the exact figure cannot accurately
be foreseen - or an average of nearly £25M per year. While individual local
authorities may disagree with any part of the methodology used, and therefore
the overall outcome, the key point is that the total amount likely to be needed to
maintain Scotland’s public pools to the year 2020 is a huge sum. It follows that
local authorities should start to review their strategic options before any of the
“time bombs” in their pools explode.
Adopting the good practice approach to pool maintenance, periodic upgrading
and refurbishment highlighted in the Pool Refurbishment Study will cost
significantly more than the amounts allowed for in many, if not most, public
pool maintenance budgets. A useful “rule of thumb” may be that the estimated
total of around £540M plus VAT equates to an average of around £300 plus
VAT per sq m of water area per year. Therefore, a 25 x 13 m (6 lane) pool
would have an average yearly cost of around £100,000.
It is not necessary for local authorities to build this level of expenditure into their
annual maintenance budgets unless they seek to build up a sinking fund over a
number of years to pay for periodic upgrading and refurbishment. Many local
authorities have traditionally covered regular maintenance and possibly some
parts of periodic upgrading from their revenue (operating) budget and other
elements of periodic upgrading and refurbishment from their capital budget. In
this way they are able significantly to reduce their annual maintenance budget.
However, they must also plan for occasional very much higher expenditure in
some years of the typical pool life cycle of around 20-25 years. How they plan
their overall expenditure is obviously a matter for them, but broadly speaking,
the costs of maintenance, upgrading and refurbishment, as described above, are
likely to be around:

The total estimated maintenance, upgrading and refurbishment cost for each
public pool on the database, which is different for each local authority, is given
in Appendix D. The study output also provides a more detailed summary of the
estimated costs for each Council’s pools which sportscotland is making available
to each local authority.
Interpretation of the Model Results
The results of the study give an estimate of the costs of keeping each of
Scotland’s public pools in a safe and usable condition, based on the
Maintenance and Re-investment Schedule, at constant 1999 prices. They do
not reflect accurately the actual costs which will be incurred at each pool as
these will depend on local circumstances, for example the level of use and
opening hours. They will also be affected by the decisions of each individual
local authority on the amount of actual maintenance each year.

Maintenance: an average of approximately £125 for each sq m of water area
in the pool, each year
•

Periodic upgrading: an average of approximately £250 for each sq m of water
area in the pool, on approximately a four year cycle (note: this figure includes
the £125/sq m/year for annual maintenance in those years when periodic
upgrading is undertaken)

•
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Comprehensive refurbishment: an average of approximately £900 for each
sq m of water area in the pool, on approximately a 24 year cycle (note: this
figure includes the cost of annual maintenance and periodic upgrading in those
years when refurbishment is undertaken)

•

Exterior

Overall, the purpose of maintenance, upgrading and refurbishment is to keep a
pool cost effective to operate and in a safe and usable condition which meets
reasonable customer expectations. If this cannot be achieved for a particular
pool it inevitably faces a doubtful future. The definition of “cost effective” will
inevitably vary over time from one pool and one local authority to another and
will clearly be a key issue for consideration as part of each Council’s best value
review. Obviously most Councils will seek to benchmark the revenue costs of
their pools against similar pools in other areas. Individual pool owners will have
to decide for themselves what annual or periodic maintenance they carry out
and when they undertake hard and soft refurbishments. This will require
careful appraisal of the condition of every single pool building at regular
intervals, coupled with thorough and almost certainly invasive surveys and cost
benefit analyses before refurbishment schemes are considered.

Recognisable entrance from car park and site entrance
Disabled access via main entrance
• Disabled parking within 50m of main entrance
•
•

Accessibility
Accessible to people with disabilities; ie as a minimum:
Ramps and/or lift linking different levels
• Dedicated changing
• Accessible WCs
• Hoist or movable floor suitable for people with disabilities
•

Public Usage
At least 150 public visits/sq m water area/year (= 32,000 for a 25 x 8.5m pool).
Poorly used pools with less than this level of usage are liable to be closed.

Changing
Changing at the same level as the pool
Changing in the form of either a mixed sex cubicle village, possibly with group
rooms for specific groups such as school classes, or separate sex rooms with
flexible buffer areas able to accommodate different proportions of men and women
• No footbaths, although footsprays are desirable
• Lockers or other secure means of clothes storage
• Baby changing/feeding room
• Grooming area for users
•
•

Pool Halls
Entrance from changing at shallow end
Deck width at least 2m all round
• Measures to control glare if side glazing
• Fabric insulated to current Buildings Standards Regulations to control heat loss

Kit Campbell Associates
Leisure Recreation and
Tourism Consultants
Chuckie Pend
24A Morrison Street
Edinburgh EH3 8BJ
Tel 0131-229 1006
Fax 0131-229 9522
31 August 2000

•
•

Main pools
•
•

Minimum depth of 0.9m at shallow ends
Plummet depth under diving boards to ASA recommendations

Learner pools
•
•

Maximum depth of 0.9m
Steps or beach entry

Diving pools
•

Meet ASA recommendations for dimensions (plan and section)

Services
Not chlorine gas
Pool hall ventilation system
• Changing areas ventilation system
• Lights not over pool
•
•

Personal Safety
•
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Current fire certificate
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changing, showers and toilets)

Ceilings (except pool hall,

changing, showers, toilets)

Internal Walls (except pool hall,

Structure

Monthly inspection for damage and operation of all ironmongery (eg closers, hinges,
latches, locks, kicking plates) and replace as necessary

Internal doors and frames

Inspect for damage monthly and refix as necessary

Inspect for damage four times per year and make good as necessary
Inspect operation weekly and relamp as necessary
Relamp all fluorescent fittings after standard life

Metal ceilings eg aluminium strip

Asbestolux, plasterboard and similar materials
Decorative light fittings

Inspect for damage monthly and replace tiles as necessary

Inspect for staining and signs of efflorescence or movement and take remedial action if
required

Fair faced brick or blockwork, not painted

Suspended acoustic or similar tiles

Inspect for staining and signs of efflorescence or movement and take remedial action if
required

Painted brick or blockwork, with or without a plaster
finish, and stud partitions

Inspect for deterioration of surface treatment and touch up as necessary
Inspect bolt and other fixings and undertake any work required

Laminated timber beams, columns and portals plus
exposed structural roof decking

Inspect condition of glazing and gaskets or glazing beads

External metal doors and windows

Inspect surface condition for signs of deterioration

Inspect condition of glass or glazing units
Inspect condition of gaskets or glazing beads

External timber doors and windows

Reinforced concrete and concrete encased steelwork

Inspect condition of glass or glazing units
Inspect condition of gaskets or glazing beads

Glazed walls (over 50% elevation)

Inspect for damage to finish and corrosion or loose fixings

Inspect condition of finish and level of adjoining surfaces/soil in relation to DPC

Concrete panels (precast or in situ)

Exposed steelwork - columns, beams, trusses, portals,
purlins etc

Inspect condition of finish and adjust level of adjoining surfaces or soil in relation to DPC if
necessary

Inspect for damage and undertake repairs as necessary, including roof drainage

Canopies

Rendered/harled masonry

Inspect roof finish together with parapets, fascias, eaves and rooflights for damage
Inspect condition of flashings
Check and clear gutters and rain water disposal system

Pitched - metal standing seam

Inspect condition of finish and adjust level of adjoining surfaces or soil in relation to DPC if
necessary

Inspect roof finish for loose tiles or slates together with parapets, fascias, eaves and
rooflights for damage
Inspect condition of flashings
Inspect underside of roof boarding
Check and clear gutters and rain water disposal system

Pitched - tiles or slates

Fair faced masonry (brick or block)

Inspect fixings for corrosion together with parapets, fascias, eaves and rooflights for
damage
Inspect flashings
Check and clear gutters and rain water disposal system

Pitched roof - profiled metal sheet finish

External Walls

Inspect finish, parapets, fascias, and eaves for damage
Check flashings, copings and rooflights for damage
Check and clear gutters and rain water disposal system

Flat roof - all finishes

Roofs

Annual Maintenance

Typical Specifications

Element/Area
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As for cubicles
Replace hair dryers
Check condition of mirrors and operation of vending machines and repair or replace as
necessary
Inspect for damage and delamination and undertake local repairs as necessary
Inspect for damage and make minor local repairs as necessary
Inspect for damage weekly and repair as necessary
Inspect for damage and loose fixings weekly and undertake repairs as necessary

Lockers
Fixtures and fittings

Ceramic tile wall finishes
Painted walls
Ceiling finishes
Bench seating

Showers/Toilets

Inspect operation weekly and replace washers or other components as necessary

Inspect panels for damage and graffiti and check operation and fixing of locks, coat hooks
and bench seats and undertake repairs as necessary

Cubicles

Shower controls

Deep clean four times per year
Inspect surface and covings for damage and patch or reweld damaged joints as necessary
Clean all gullies and traps and test operation, rodding or pressure jetting as necessary

Sheet material floor finishes

As for pool changing

Inspect monthly for damage or loose fixings
As for pool surrounds

Springboards
Ceramic tile floors

Ceiling finishes

Inspect monthly for damage or loose fixings

Fixed diving boards

As for pool surrounds

Service contract for annual inspection, cleaning, maintenance and replacement of cables as
necessary

Movable pool floors and booms

Floor finishes

Deep clean pool cover twice per year
Inspect all fixtures and fittings (eg ironmongery items, fixings for starting blocks and other
competition equipment and disabled hoists) for corrosion and staining and replace as
necessary
Inspect condition and fixings of flumes or waterslides, including pumps and staircases
Inspect condition of pool hall planting and other decorative items and replace one third of
planting each year
Inspect condition of spectator seating and repair as necessary

Pool hall fixtures and fittings

Inspect for damage and make minor local repairs as necessary

Inspect for damage or deterioration and undertake minor repairs as necessary

Ceiling finishes

Painted walls

Inspect for cracking and hollow areas and undertake minor repairs as necessary

Plaster/acoustic plaster wall finishes

Deep clean twice per year
Inspect for damage and delamination monthly and undertake local repairs as necessary

Deep clean every three months

Deck level gratings

Sheet material wall finishes (eg vinyl)

Inspect annually for damage and undertake local repairs eg replacement of grout in small
areas or damaged tiles
Clean all gullies and traps and test operation, rodding or pressure jetting as necessary
Deep clean four times per year

Ceramic tile or mosaic pool surrounds and wall
finishes

Deep clean twice per year
Inspect for damage and delamination monthly and undertake local repairs as necessary

Drain pool and inspect for damage
Clean off and repaint

Painted pool tank finishes

Ceramic tile wall finishes

Inspect and undertake minor repairs as necessary eg replacement of cracked or damaged
tiles and regrouting

Ceramic tile or mosaic pool tank finishes

Pool Changing

Annual inspection of the condition of all tanks

All tanks irrespective of specification

Pool Tanks/Halls

Annual Maintenance

Typical Specifications

Element/Area
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External Walls

Minor repairs as necessary
Minor repairs as necessary

Rendered/harled masonry
Concrete panels (precast or in situ)

Inspect for damage and undertake repairs as necessary,
including roof drainage

Canopies

Minor repairs as necessary

Local repairs as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Repair as necessar

Pitched - metal standing seam

Fair faced masonry (brick or block)

Refix loose slates or tiles and repair parapets, fascias eaves
and rooflights as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Eradicate causes of any problems and repair as necessary
Repair as necessary

Pitched - tiles or slates

Minor repairs as necessary

Minor repairs as necessary

Minor repairs as necessary

Repair as necessary

Local repairs as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Repair as necessary

Refix loose slates or tiles and repair parapets, fascias eaves
and rooflights as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Eradicate causes of any problems and repair as necessary
Repair as necessary

Repairs to fixings, parapets, fascias, eaves and rooflights as
required
Repairs to flashings as required
Repairs to rain water disposal system as required

Minor repairs to Flashings, copings and rooflights as required

Minor repairs to flashings, copings and rooflights as required
Repairs to fixings, parapets, fascias, eaves and rooflights as
required
Repairs to flashings as required
Repairs to rain water disposal system as required

Patch repairs to finish as required

Patch repairs to finish as required

Pitched roof - profiled metal sheet
finish

Flat roof - all finishes

Roofs

Remove rubbish and clean out

Roof spaces and other voids

Year 8

Inspect for damage monthly and make good as necessary

Reception desk, counters and serveries

Year 4

Annual deep clean and inspect for damage and replace glass or glazing beads/gaskets as
necessary

Glazed screens

Typical Specifications

Annual inspection and selective local repairs to finishes as required

Inspect and check operation together with condition and fixings of all plumbing and
drainage daily and repair as necessary

Sanitary fittings

All areas not covered above eg circulation, offices,
social accommodation, stores

Annual Maintenance

Typical Specifications

Element/Area

General

Element/Area
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General

Showers/Toilets

Pool Changing

Pool Tanks/Halls

(except pool hall,
changing, showers
and toilets)

Internal Walls -

Structure

Element/Area

Prepare and repaint or restain as appropriate
Prepare and repaint or restain as appropriate
Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing beads as necessary

External timber doors and windows
External metal doors and windows

Redecorate all painted areas

Glazed screens

As for pool changing

Ceiling finishes

Redecorate all painted areas
Replace carpets

As for pool surrounds

Floor finishes

All areas not covered above eg
circulation, offices, social
accommodation, stores

Prepare and redecorate

Painted walls

Prepare and reseal

Bench seating

necessary

necessary

Redecorate all painted areas

Redecorate all painted areas
Replace carpets

As for pool changing

As for pool surrounds

Prepare and redecorate

Prepare and reseal

Prepare and redecorate

Replace non-slip surface on boards and redecorate if

Replace non-slip surface on boards and redecorate if

Fixed diving boards

Prepare and redecorate

Replace pool cover

Pool hall fixtures and fittings

Painted walls

Prepare and redecorate

Plaster/acoustic plaster wall finishes

Drain pool, strip all paint finish and repaint

Prepare and redecorate

Clean, prepare and reseal surface

Replace

Drain pool, strip all paint finish and repaint

Prepare and redecorate

Clean, prepare and reseal surface

Prepare and repaint

Prepare and repaint or restain as appropriate
Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing beads as necessary

Prepare and repaint or restain as appropriate

Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing beads as necessary
Prepare and redecorate as necessary

Year 8

Deck level gratings

Painted pool tank finishes

Internal doors and frames

Fair faced brick or blockwork, not
painted

Reinforced concrete and concrete
encased steelwork

Inspect surface condition for signs of deterioration

Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing beads as necessary

Glazed walls (over 50% elevation)

Exposed steelwork - columns,
beams, trusses, portals, purlins etc

Year 4

Typical Specifications
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Showers/Toilets

Pool Changing

Pool Tanks/Halls

(except pool hall,
changing, showers
and toilets)

Painted walls

Prepare and redecorate

Prepare and reseal

Bench seating

Replace non-slip surface on boards and redecorate if
necessary

Fixed diving boards

Prepare and redecorate

Replace pool cover

Pool hall fixtures and fittings

Ceiling finishes

Prepare and redecorate

Plaster/acoustic plaster wall finishes

Prepare and redecorate

Replace

Deck level gratings

Painted walls

Drain pool, strip all paint finish and repaint

Prepare and redecorate

Internal doors and frames
Painted pool tank finishes

Clean, prepare and reseal surface

Undertake plaster repairs if necessary and redecorate

Fair faced brick or blockwork, not
painted

Painted brick or blockwork, with or
without a plaster finish, and stud
partitions

Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing beads as necessary

External metal doors and windows

Internal Walls

Prepare and repaint or restain as appropriate

External timber doors and windows

Prepare and repaint

Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing beads as necessary

Glazed walls (over 50% elevation)

Reinforced concrete and concrete
encased steelwork

Minor repairs as necessary

Concrete panels (precast or in situ)

Structure

Minor repairs as necessary

Repair as necessary

Canopies

Rendered/harled masonry

Local repairs as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Repair as necessary

Pitched - metal standing seam

Minor repairs as necessary

Refix loose slates or tiles and repair parapets, fascias eaves
and rooflights as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Eradicate causes of any problems and repair as necessary
Repair as necessary

Pitched - tiles or slates

Fair faced masonry (brick or block)

Repairs to fixings, parapets, fascias, eaves and rooflights as
required
Repairs to flashings as required
Repairs to rain water disposal system as required

Pitched roof - profiled metal
sheet finish

External Walls

Patch repairs to finish as required
Minor repairs to flashings, copings and rooflights as required

Flat roof - all finishes

Roof

Year 16

Typical specifications

Element/Area

Prepare and redecorate

Prepare and reseal

Prepare and redecorate

Prepare and redecorate

Replace non-slip surface on boards and redecorate if
necessary

Drain pool, strip all paint finish and repaint

Prepare and redecorate

Clean, prepare and reseal surface

Prepare and repaint

Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing beads as necessary

Prepare and repaint or restain as appropriate

Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing beads as necessary

Minor repairs as necessary

Minor repairs as necessary

Minor repairs as necesary

Repair as necessary

Local repairs as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Repair as necessary

Refix loose slates or tiles and repair parapets, fascias eaves
and rooflights as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Eradicate causes of any problems and repair as necessary
Repair as necessary

Repairs to fixings, parapets, fascias, eaves and rooflights as
required
Repairs to flashings as required
Repairs to rain water disposal system as required

Replace finish every 20 years; upgrade insulation, but only if
roof is pre-1980
Replace flashings
Replace GRP or uPVC rooflights

Year 20
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Local repairs as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Repair as necessary

Repair as necessary

Pitched - metal standing seam

Canopies

Replace movement joints
Minor repairs as necessary

Refix loose slates or tiles and repair
parapets, fascias, eaves and rooflights
as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Eradicate causes of any problems and
repair as necessary
Other repairs as necessary

Pitched - tiles or slates

Fair faced masonry (brick or block)

Repairs to fixings, parapets, fascias,
eaves and rooflights as required
Repairs to flashings as required
Repairs to rain water disposal system
as required

Pitched roof - profiled metal
sheet finish

External Walls

Patch repairs to finish as required
Minor repairs to flashings, copings
and rooflights as required

Flat roof - all finishes

Roofs

Year 12

Repoint
Check cavity ties using borescope and
repair as necessary

Replace roof finish

Local repairs as necessary
Replace rooflights
Repair flashings as necessary
Repair as necessary

Refix loose slates or tiles and repair
parapets, fascias, eaves and rooflights
as necessary
Repair flashings as necessary
Eradicate causes of any problems and
repair as necessary
Other repairs as necessary

Cycle continues; assume no
replacement during lifetime of the
building

Cycle continues through to replacement
of finish after 60 years

Cycle continues with replacement of
tiles, sarking felt and roof glazing after
60 years or either replacement or
turning of slates; assumed that rooflights
will be patent glazing rather than
fabricated components

Cycle repeats over 24 years; assumed
that rooflights will be patent glazing
rather than fabricated components

Cycle repeats over 20 years

Notes

Redecorate all painted areas

Redecorate all painted areas

As for pool changing

As for pool surrounds

Year 20

Replace after 24 years with energy
roof with standing seam stainless steel,
aluminium or zinc finish
Replace flashings
Replace rooflights

Year 24

Selective replacement of finishes to give a facelift

Reception desk, counters and
serveries

Typical Specifications

Redecorate all painted areas

Glazed screens

As for pool changing

Ceiling finishes
Redecorate all painted areas
Replace carpets

As for pool surrounds

Floor finishes

All areas not covered above eg
circulation, offices, social
accommodation, stores

Year 16

Typical specifications

Element/Area

General

Element/Area
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Pool Tanks/Halls

(except pool hall,
changing, showers/
toilets)

Ceilings

(except pool hall,
changing, showers
and toilets)

Internal Walls

Structure

Element/Area

Replace movement joints
Minor repairs as necessary

Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing
beads as necessary
Prepare and repaint or restain as
appropriate
Prepare and repaint or restain as
appropriate
Replace failed double glazing units
Replace/repair gaskets and glazing
beads as necessary

Concrete panels (precast or in situ)

Glazed walls (over 50% elevation)

External timber doors and windows

External metal doors and windows

Convert to deck level if necessary
Strip off tile or mosaic finish and backing
render and replace

Drain pool, descale and deep clean
for all finishes
Replace movement joints
Drain pool, strip all paint finish and
repaint
Replace movement joints
Replace movement joints

Ceramic tile or mosaic pool tank
finishes

Painted pool tank finishes

Ceramic tile or mosaic pool
surrounds and wall finishes

Replace
Replace when pool hall refurbished

Deck level gratings
Ceiling finishes

Remove wall tiles and replace
Remove floor tiles and screed and replace

Drain pool, strip all paint finish and repaint

Take core samples and review condition
for sulphate or chloride attack

Replace

Asbestolux, plasterboard and similar
materials
All tanks irrespective of specification

Replace

Replace all ceiling tiles

Metal ceilings eg aluminium strip
Prepare and repaint

Replace all ceiling tiles

Prepare and redecorate

Internal doors and frames
Suspended acoustic or similar tiles

Replace movement joints
Clean, prepare and reseal surface

Replace movement joints
Clean, prepare and reseal surface

Fair faced brick or blockwork, not
painted

Replace, complete with all ironmongery

Undertake plaster repairs if necessary and
redecorate

Painted brick or blockwork, with or
without a plaster finish, and stud
partitions

Laminated timber beams,
columns and portals plus exposed
structural roof decking

Prepare and repaint

Reinforced concrete and
concrete encased steelwork

Prepare and repaint

Open up for inspection and undertake
remedial works as necessary

Inspect for damage to finish and corrosion
or loose fixings

Replace, together with double glazed units

Replace, together with double glazed units

Replace complete system, including frames
and units

Check panel fixings
Pressure wash/clean
Minor repairs as necessary

Check cavity ties using borescope
and repair as necessary
Minor repairs as necessary

Year 24

Hidden steelwork

Prepare and repaint as necessary

Replace movement joints
Minor repairs as necessary

Rendered/harled masonry

Exposed steelwork - columns,
beams, trusses, portals, purlins etc

Year 12

Typical Specifications

Most owners would probably tile their
pool rather than keep painting it

Cycle continues

Cycle continues

Cycle continues

Cycle continues

Should last for life of the building (48 or
72 years). Any remedial work to
laminated structures should be vacuum
not surface treatment

Repainting cycle continues

Inspect for damage to finish and
corrosion or loose fixings

Cycle continues

Cycle continues

Cycle continues

Cycle continues; assume no
replacement during lifetime of building

Cycle continues; assume no
replacement during lifetime of the
building

Notes

P 31

P 30

General

Showers/
Toilets

Pool Changing

Mechanical Plant

Replace deck or other glass fibre surfaces and
finishes
Replace non-slip surface on boards and
redecorate if necessary
Replace
As for pool surrounds
Replace floor finish and screed together with
drainage gullies
Replace cubicles
Replace lockers

Replace deck or other glass fibre
surfaces and finishes
Replace non-slip surface on boards
and redecorate if necessary
Replace
As for pool surrounds
Repair damaged floor finishes as
necessary
Replace cubicles
Replace lockers

Movable pool floors and booms

Fixed diving boards

Springboards
Ceramic tile floors
Sheet material floor finishes

Cubicles
Lockers

Prepare and redecorate
As for pool surround
As for pool changing
Replace

Prepare and redecorate
As for pool surrounds
As for pool changing
Replace shower units

Painted walls
Floor finishes
Ceiling finishes
Shower controls

Replace

Replace
Redecorate all painted areas
Glazed screens
Reception desk, counters and
serveries

Redecorate all painted areas
Replace carpets
Redecorate all painted areas
All areas not covered above eg
circulation, offices, social
accommodation, stores

Replace all sanitary fittings

Strip off and replace
Strip off and replace
Sheet material wall finishes (eg
vinyl)

Sanitary fittings

Strip off and retile

Replace
Prepare and reseal

Bench seating

Remove and replace damaged or
boss tiles

Replace

Prepare and redecorate

Ceiling finishes

Ceramic tile wall finishes

Prepare and redecorate

Prepare and redecorate

Painted walls

Strip off and replace

Replace pool cover
Replace all stainless steel items
Refurbish spectator seating as necessary

Replace waterslides and prepare
and repaint stair towers and
structural system if re-used
Refurbish spectator seating as
necessary

Pool hall fixtures and fittings

Ceramic tile wall finishes

Year 24

Year 12

Typical Specifications

Cycle continues

Many pool owners would probably
replace with ceramic tiles but assume
like for like

Assumed that everyday lock
maintenance is undertaken by pool staff
and not specifically charged to
maintenance budget

Notes

P 33

P 32

Replace panel filter on extract as necessary

Check condensate system, clean drain tray, refill trap and repair or maintain as necessary
Check ductwork distribution and clean as necessary

Check boiler including flueways, controls, flue gas, drains, linings if applicable and fans; repair or maintain as necessary

Check oil delivery system including pumps, pipework, heating (if applicable) and filters; repair or maintain as necessary
Check fuel delivery system - screw conveyor, belt conveyor, pneumatic or hopper delivery; repair or maintain as
necessary

Panel filters

Condensate system
Ductwork

Gas fired boilers

Oil fired boilers
Coal fired boilers

Common items to
all systems

Controls

Common items to
above systems

Check condition of shell and repair as necessary

Check distribution system including pump seals and bearings, pipework insulation, pipework and fittings, pressurisation
unit, operating pressure, expansion vessel or feed and expansion tank; repair or maintain as required
If steam, MTHW or HTHW insurance certification is required every year
Check condition of flues, supports, drain condensate; repair or maintain as required
Check control valves including operation/action, lubrication, let by, glands, condition; strip down and clean pressure control valves every 2 years; repair or maintain as necessary
Check pneumatic controls including air compressors, air quality, oil level, belts and drives, pressure relief valves, moisture
traps and condensate drains, guards, inter-stage cooler drains, filters, gauges, receivers and dryers; clean and repair or
maintain as necessary
Check compressed air delivery system including pipework, insulation, pressure reducing stations, valves, drains and taps,
filters and strainers, gauges, pneumatic relays; repair or maintain as necessary
Check actuators including linkages, control action, switch potentiometers (if applicable); repair or maintain as necessary
Check measurement device including sensors and thermostats, including condition, set point, calibration, cleanliness and
operation; repair or maintain as necessary

Boiler shells

Distribution systems

Insurance certificates
Flues
Control valves

Pneumatic controls

Compressed air systems

Actuators
Measurement devices

Check forced and induced draft fans including bearings, alignment of drive belt and pulley (if applicable); repair or
maintain as required

Check refrigerant pipework insulation, refrigerant pipework, sensors and safety devices, refrigerant charge, condenser and
evaporator coils, system oil level, inline strainers and compressor; repair or maintain as necessary

Heat pump

Boilers, fuel
delivery and
heating distribution

Check operation, motor, bearings and media; repair or maintain as necessary

Rotary recuperator

Check AHU casings including: access doors, seals, fastenings etc and clean and repair or
maintain as necessary

Air Handling Unit (AHU) casings

Check system including: operating pressure, pipework and fittings, pipework insulation, pressurisation unit pumps and
expansion vessel, system glycol content, air in system and repair or maintain as necessary

Check action of dampers and repair or maintain as necessary

Dampers

Run around coils

Check coils, eliminator plates and clean and repair or maintain as necessary

Coils and elminator plates

Check plate exchanger and clean as necessary

Check fans including operation impeller, pulley and belt, bearings; repair or maintain as
necessary

Fans

Plate heat
exchangers

Check filters and replace as necessary. Change panel filters every 3 months and bag filters every six months

Filters

Air handling units

Annual maintenance

Item

Mechanical Plant

P 35

P 34

Electrical Plant
Switchgear plant,
distribution and
earthing

Pool plant

Hot and Cold
Water Services

Mechanical Plant

Check BMS including hardware, software, cabling, calibration, standby batteries etc and repair or maintain as required

Building
Systems

Check hot water circulator (including belts if applicable), seals, drives, guards, mounts; and repair or maintain as
necessary
Check distribution system including pipework, insulation , valves (mixing, shower, isolating, taps etc) and ancillaries; repair
or maintain as necessary
Check cold water storage temperature to ensure compliance with regulations. Take water samples to independent laboratory for analysis and take any appropriate corrective action. Check storage tanks, overflows, level switches, insulation
and access.
Every three months: check cold water booster pumps (if applicable), including belts (if applicable), seals, drives, guards,
mounts, safety controls, strainers, drains, accumulators; repair or maintain as necessary
Check cold water distribution pipework, insulation, valves (isolating, taps etc) and ancillaries; repair or maintain as
required
Check water treatment and softening plant (if applicable) including valves, pumps, controls, operation, overflow and
drain; repair or maintain as necessary

Check condition of pool filter units including inlet filter, chemical cleaning of bed material, operation of rate of flow
indicator; repair or maintain as required
Check condition of disinfection and pH corrections system including control system operation, leaks etc; repair or
maintain as necessary
Check condition or pool water circulation pumps including drives, belt alignment, guards; repair or maintain as necessary
Check condition of LTH pool heating calorifiers: safety valves and controls, shell condition, insulation and protection;
repair or maintain as necessary. Check bursting discs every 2 years.
Check condition of steam calorifiers as above plus gaskets, anti-vacuum valves (if applicable), steam traps, sight glasses,
strainers and insulation
Check operation of plate heat exchangers: frame, top bar, bottom bar, liquid connections, rubber bush linings (where fitted), port rings (where fitted), connector grid boss fixings (where fitted), tie bars, tightening screws (where fitted) and
exchanger operation; repair or maintain as necessary
Check all equipment including main switch panel, busbars, system phase balance, main ACB, fuse switch, isolators, instrumentation including switches and indicator lamps, insulated phase barriers and cable terminations. Check for moisture
build up or dirt and appropriate labels and warning notices are clean and in their correct location. Clean and repair or
maintain as necessary.
Check equipment (if applicable) including capacitor banks etc. Repair or maintain as required.
Check including casing, cable insulation, fuse carriers and MCBs, circuit charts, cable terminations, glands, RCDs etc. Test
and repair or maintain as necessary.
Check circuiting, cabling and conduit for signs of damage, corrosion etc; check conduit fastening earth tags, earth continuity and sealing at wall, cable box or cabinet
Check MCC switchgear plus contactors and starters; clean and repair or maintain as necessary
Check earthing including earth electrodes, RCDs, earth fault loop impedance, equipotential bonds, earth fault relays; test
and repair or maintain as necessary

Distribution systems

Cold water storage

Booster pumps

Cold water distribution

Water treatment and softening

Pool filters

Disinfection system

Pool water circulation system
LT pool calorifiers

Steam pool calorifiers

Plate heat exchangers

Switchgear and related distribution
equipment

Power factor correction
Distribution boards

Circuits and cables

Contactors and starters
Earthing

Check DHWS (steam) calorifiers as above plus gaskets, anti-vacuum valves (if applicable), steam traps, sight glasses and
strainers and insulation; clean and repair or maintain as necessary
Hot water circulator

Domestic Hot Water

Check DHWS (LTHW) calorifiers including operation and safety valves and controls, shell condition, insulation and protection, hot water outlet temperature to ensure compliance with regulations; clean and repair or maintain as necessary;
check bursting discs every 2 years

Check control panels including locks, panel casing, isolator, RCDs, MCBs, contactors, starters, panel wiring, lamps, switches and alarms; flash test every three years. Clean and repair or maintain as necessary.

Control panels

Management

Check controllers including optimisers, compensators, time clocks, multi-input controllers, alarm modules, level controllers,
speed controllers; repair or maintain as necessary

Controllers

Energy

Annual maintenance

Item

P 37

P 36

Check condition and expected life of batteries within self contained emergency fittings
Check condition of battery and charger

Batteries for emergency lighting
Centralised emergency lighting
systems

Replace expansion vessel bladder
Replace extract coil if required
Drain system and re-dose
Replace heat exchange media if required
Replace evaporator coil and change oil; replace any worn
parts as required
Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder
Drain down system, refill and chemically treat
Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder
Drain down system, refill and chemically treat
Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder
Drain down system, refill and chemically treat

Gas fired boilers

Oil fired boilers

Coal fired boilers

Run around coils

Rotary recuperator
Heat pump
Boilers, fuel
delivery and
heating distribution

Clean and repaint casings internally and externally if
applicable; replace seals on access doors. Clean and repaint
ductwork.

Air Handling Unit (AHU)
casings

Replace heat exchanger

Replace fan belts

Fans

Plate heat
exchangers

Check heating coils for damage, corrosion and clean and
repair or maintain as necessary

Filters

Air handling units

Year 4

Item

Mechanical Plant

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Replace evaporator coil and change oil; replace any worn
parts as required

Replace heat exchange media if required

Replace expansion vessel bladder
Replace extract coil if required
Drain system and re-dose

Replace heat exchanger

Clean and repaint casings internally and externally if
applicable; replace seals on access doors. Clean and repaint
ductwork.

Replace fan belts

Check heating coils for damage, corrosion and clean and
repair or maintain as necessary

Year 8

Check alarms including operation, internal and external sounders, condition, fireman’s control panel, wiring and equipment, detectors, break-glasses, all interlocks and panels etc; repair or maintain as necessary. Test system every three years
in accordance with BS5839 and all relevant regulations

Test monthly in accordance with BS5266: Part 1 and replace any suspect lamps

Emergency lighting

Fire alarms

Replace all low voltage lamps every 6 months or as required

Low voltage lamps

Check system including microphones, leads, plugs, operation, power amplifier, fire alarm interface, electrical insulation,
loudspeakers; repair or maintain as necessary

Replace any damaged lamps or any with local blackening

Lamps (general)

PA systems

Check fittings including cleanliness, lamps, control gear, fixings, cable connections, diffusers/reflectors etc; clean and repair
or maintain as necessary

Luminaires

Ancillary services

Check operation of switches including automatic switching, controls etc.

Switchgear

Lighting and
emergency lighting

Annual maintenance

Item

Mechanical Plant

P 39

P 38

Lighting and
emergency lighting
to external, pool
hall, changing and
ancillary areas

Switchgear plant,
distribution and
earthing

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary
Clean and repair as necessary

Replace self contained emergency fittings

Replace centralised system battery packs

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary
Clean and repair as necessary
Clean and repair as necessary
Clean and repair as necessary
Consider relamping discharge and fluorescent light sources

Replace self contained emergency fittings

Replace centralised system battery packs

Power factor correction

Distribution boards
Circuits and cables
Contactors and starters
Earthing
Switchgear

Batteries for emergency
lighting
Centralised emergency
lighting systems

Consider relamping discharge and fluorescent light sources

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary

Reline ozone reaction vessel (if applicable)

Reline ozone reaction vessel (if applicable)

Switchgear and related
distribution equipment

Major overhaul of disinfection and pH control systems

Major overhaul of disinfection and pH control systems

Disinfection system

Electrical Plant

Reline sand filter vessels if mild steel; no work required if
other material specified

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Building Energy Management
Systems

Reline sand filter vessels if mild steel; no work required if
other material specified

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Control panels

Pool filters

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Controllers

Pool plant

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Measurement devices

Major overhaul of softening plant if applicable

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Actuators

Major overhaul of softening plant if applicable

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Compressed air systems

Water treatment and
softening

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Pneumatic controls

Hot and Cold
Water Services

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Control valves

Year 8

Controls

Year 4

Item

Mechanical Plant

P 41

P 40

Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat recovery measures if not already installed between supply and
extract air streams and install as necessary
Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat recovery measures if not already installed between supply and
extract air streams and install as necessary
Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat recovery measures if not already installed between supply and
extract air streams and install as necessary

Coils and elminator plates

Dampers

Air Handling Unit (AHU) casings

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder
Drain down system, refill and chemically treat
Upgrade control systems
Upgrade control systems
Upgrade control systems
Upgrade control systems
Upgrade control systems
Upgrade control systems
Upgrade control systems
Upgrade control systems

Coal fired boilers

Control valves
Pneumatic controls
Compressed air systems
Actuators
Measurement devices
Controllers
Control panels
Building
Systems

Switchgear plant,
distribution and
earthing

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary
Power factor correction

Major overhaul of disinfection and pH control systems
Reline ozone reaction vessel (if applicable)
Disinfection system

Switchgear and related distribution
equipment

Reline sand filter vessels if mild steel; no work required if other material specified
Pool filters

Pool plant

Electrical Plant

Major overhaul of softening plant if applicable
Water treatment and softening

Management

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder
Drain down system, refill and chemically treat

Oil fired boilers

Energy

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder
Drain down system, refill and chemically treat

Gas fired boilers

Replace evaporator coil and change oil; replace any worn parts as required

Replace heat exchange media if required

Replace expansion vessel bladder
Replace extract coil if required
Drain system and re-dose

Hot and Cold
Water Services

Controls

Boilers, fuel delivery
and heating distribution

Heat pump

Rotary recuperator

Run around coils

Replace heat exchanger

Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat recovery measures if not already installed between supply and
extract air streams and install as necessary

Fans

Plate heat exchangers

Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat recovery measures if not already installed between supply and
extract air streams and install as necessary

Filters

Air handling units

Year 12

Item

Mechanical Plant

P 43

P 42

Clean and repair as necessary
Consider relamping discharge and fluorescent light sources

Earthing
Switchgear

Replace fan belts
Clean and repaint casings internally and externally if
applicable; replace seals on access doors. Clean and repaint
ductwork.

Fans
Air Handling Unit (AHU)
casings

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Coal fired boilers

Repair and replace as necessary

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Oil fired boilers

Boilers, fuel delivery
and heating
distribution

Pneumatic controls

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Gas fired boilers

Heat pump

Repair and replace as necessary

Replace evaporator coil and change oil; replace any worn
parts as required

Rotary recuperator

Control valves

Replace heat exchange media if required

Run around coils

Controls

Replace expansion vessel bladder
Replace extract coil if required
Drain system and re-dose

Replace expansion vessel bladder
Replace extract coil if required
Drain system and re-dose

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Clean boiler flueways
Replace expansion vessel bladder

Replace evaporator coil and change oil; replace any worn
parts as required

Replace heat exchange media if required

Replace heat exchanger

Clean and repaint casings internally and externally if
applicable; replace seals on access doors. Clean and repaint
ductwork.

Replace fan belts

Check heating coils for damage, corrosion and clean and
repair or maintain as necessary

Year 20

Replace heat exchanger

Plate heat
exchangers

Check heating coils for damage, corrosion and clean and
repair or maintain as necessary

Filters

Air handling units

Year 16

Item

Replace centralised system battery packs

Clean and repair as necessary

Contactors and starters

Centralised emergency lighting
systems

Clean and repair as necessary

Circuits and cables

Replace self contained emergency fittings

Clean and repair as necessary

Distribution boards

Batteries for emergency lighting

Year 12

Item

Mechanical Plant

Lighting and
emergency lighting

Mechanical Plant

P 45

P 44

Reline sand filter vessels if mild steel; no work required if
other material specified
Replace GRP sand filter units
Major overhaul of disinfection and pH control systems
Reline ozone reaction vessel (if applicable)

Repair and replace as necessary
Repair and replace as necessary
Repair and replace as necessary
Repair and replace as necessary
Repair and replace as necessary
Repair and replace as necessary

Major overhaul of softening plant if applicable

Reline sand filter vessels if mild steel; no work required if
other material specified
Replace sand in filters
Major overhaul of disinfection and pH control systems
Reline ozone reaction vessel (if applicable)

Compressed air systems
Actuators
Measurement devices
Controllers
Control panels
Building Energy
Management Systems
Water treatment and
softening
Pool filters

Disinfection system

Hot and Cold
Water Services
Pool plant

Clean and repair as necessary
Clean and repair as necessary
Clean and repair as necessary
Clean and repair as necessary
Clean and repair as necessary
Consider relamping discharge and fluorescent light sources

Replace self contained emergency fittings

Replace centralised system battery packs

Power factor correction
Distribution boards
Circuits and cables
Contactors and starters
Earthing
Switchgear

Batteries for emergency
lighting
Centralised emergency
lighting systems

Earthing

Lighting and
emergency lighting

Clean and repair as necessary

Switchgear and related
distribution equipment

Switchgear plant,
distribution and
earthing

Electrical Plant

Replace centralised system battery packs

Replace self contained emergency fittings

Consider relamping discharge and fluorescent light sources

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary

Clean and repair as necessary

Major overhaul of softening plant if applicable

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Repair and replace as necessary

Pneumatic controls

Year 20

Year 16

Item

Mechanical Plant

P 47

P 46

No periodic maintenance necessary as the main items are
covered in the annual maintenance regime. The schedule
allows for a major refurbishment of control systems in year
12.
No periodic maintenance necessary as the main items are
covered in the annual maintenance regime. The schedule
allows for a major refurbishment of control systems in year
12.
No periodic maintenance necessary as the main items are
covered in the annual maintenance regime. The schedule
allows for a major refurbishment of control systems in year
12.
No periodic maintenance necessary as the main items are
covered in the annual maintenance regime. The schedule
allows for a major refurbishment of control systems in year
12.
No periodic maintenance necessary as the main items are
covered in the annual maintenance regime. The schedule
allows for a major refurbishment of control systems in year
12.

Upgrade control systems
Control valves

Upgrade control systems

Upgrade control systems

Upgrade control systems

Upgrade control systems

Upgrade control systems

Controls

Pneumatic controls

Compressed air systems

Actuators

Measurement devices

Controllers

No periodic maintenance necessary as the main items are
covered in the annual maintenance regime. The schedule
allows for a major refurbishment of control systems in year
12.

Replace heating system
Coal fired boilers

Boilers, fuel delivery
and heating
distribution

Replace heating system

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Oil fired boilers

Replace heat exchanger

Heat pump

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Replace heating system

Replace heat exchanger

Rotary recuperator

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Gas fired boilers

Replace heat exchanger

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat
recovery measures if not already installed between supply
and extract air streams and install as necessary

Air Handling Unit (AHU)
casings

Run around coils

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat
recovery measures if not already installed between supply
and extract air streams and install as necessary

Dampers

Replace heat exchanger

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat
recovery measures if not already installed between supply
and extract air streams and install as necessary

Coils and elminator plates

Plate heat
exchangers

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat
recovery measures if not already installed between supply
and extract air streams and install as necessary

Fans

Cycle repeats over 24 years; periodic maintenance items
identified are in addition to annual maintenance items

Replace AHU; assess economics of installing further heat
recovery measures if not already installed between supply
and extract air streams and install as necessary

Filters

Notes

Air handling units

Year 24

Item

Mechanical Plant

P 49

P 48

Lighting and
emergency lighting

Switchgear plant,
distribution and
earthing

Electrical Plant

Pool plant

Hot and Cold
Water Services

Mechanical Plant

Upgrade control systems

Building Energy
Management Systems

Replace all hot and cold plant and water distribution
Replace all hot and cold plant and water distribution
Replace all hot and cold plant and water distribution
Replace all hot and cold plant and water distribution

Cold water storage
Booster pumps
Cold water distribution
Water treatment and
softening

Switchgear and related
distribution equipment

Disinfection system

Replace complete system

Replace complete system

Replace pool disinfection and pH control systems

Replace sand in filters

Reline sand filter vessels if mild steel; no work required if
other material specified

Replace all hot and cold plant and water distribution

Distribution systems

Pool filters

Replace all hot and cold plant and water distribution

Hot water circulator

Replace all hot and cold plant and water distribution

Replace all hot and cold plant and water distribution

Upgrade control systems

Control panels

Domestic Hot Water

Year 24

Item

No periodic maintenance necessary as most items are
covered by the annual regime

Notes

Replace mild steel and stainless steel filter units

Periodic maintenance items are in addition to annual regimes

No periodic maintenance necessary as the main items are
covered in the annual maintenance regime. The schedule
allows for a major refurbishment of control systems in year
12.

No periodic maintenance necessary as the main items are
covered in the annual maintenance regime. The schedule
allows for a major refurbishment of control systems in year
12.

Notes

P 51

P 50

